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An exciting and
thrilling two person
outdoor circus theatre
show, based on the
original fable by
Aesop, that celebrates
the good old British
weather...

Brilliant! Worth

waiting a year for...
Audience member,
Just So Festival 2014
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Two Rival Siblings Battle the
Elements in a Competition to Prove their Strength
This turbulent struggle of Sun ‘vs’ Wind heats up with audience participation in true
street style with crowds vowing for their favourite character to out shine the other!
There is also a chance for children in the audience to get involved by creating the
different weather conditions needed for the show because, as we know, you can’t always
trust the British weather!

This bright and colourful spectacle integrates juggling manipulation skills
and acrobatics into a simple imaginative narrative that will delight
audiences from 2 to 92 years...

Tell Tale Hearts is a critically acclaimed, international touring theatre company based in
West Yorkshire that devise and deliver visual theatre productions exclusively for young
children & their families. Our highly inventive productions combine high quality design with
performance, music, puppetry and most importantly participation. We have toured to
India, Africa, USA and also parts of Europe.

www.telltalehearts.co.uk

@TellTaleHeart

TellTaleHeartsTheatreCo

a unique form of interactive
theatre for the very young

Alfred Hickling, The Guardian

a company who are clearly passionate about
engaging children and making them feel
In Situ Circus Theatre
Jake England-Johns and Lucy
like the stars of the show
Spielberg have worked as street
performers in numerous capacities over
Laura Stimpson, The
the last few years.Their backgrounds in circus,
physical theatre and children’s entertainment allow
them to create innovative and exciting work that utilises
their various specialised skills.Their main creative aim is to
make fresh, vibrant and quality performances combining circus,
street and traditional theatre styles to engage and delight their
audiences. In Situ Circus Theatre was formed in 2013
and The Wind and the Sun is their ﬁrst collaboration.

@InSituCT

Public Reviews

In-Situ Circus Theatre

Booking Information:

A Wild Rumpus Commission
Additionally supported by The Civic, Barnsley

The show can be performed up to a maximum of 3 shows/day and
lasts approx 35 mins with an additional 5 mins pre-show: audience gatherer.
The show requires a clear ﬂat outdoor performance area of approx 10m x 8m and can be
performed on both grass and concrete, but please note it is not suited to cobbled paving.
The company provide their own PA system, but require 2 x domestic plug sockets to run the
show. Further technical information can be provided upon request.

For availability and prices please contact Tell Tale Hearts
E: info@telltalehearts.co.uk
T: 01484 484403
www.telltalehearts.co.uk

